PANDAcap: A Framework for Streamlining Collection of Full-System Traces
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ABSTRACT

Full-system, deterministic record and replay has proven to be an invaluable tool for reverse engineering and systems analysis. However, acquiring a full-system recording typically involves significant planning and manual effort. This represents a distraction from the actual goal of recording a trace, i.e., analyzing it. We present PANDAcap, a framework based on PANDA full-system record and replay tool. PANDAcap combines off-the-shelf and custom-built components in order to streamline the process of recording PANDA traces. More importantly, in addition to making the setup of one-off experiments easier, PANDAcap also caters to the streamlining of systematic repeatable experiments in order to create PANDA trace datasets. As a demonstration, we have used PANDAcap to deploy an ssh honeypot aiming to study the actions of brute-force ssh attacks.
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In addition, we believe the framework can provide both an environment for computational reproducibility as well as a foundation for capturing systems oriented datasets. Lack of reproducibility and (verifiable) datasets are hurting security research at large [21, 28]. Moreover, the ability to replay all events in arbitrary operations rather than logging specific features for a specific experiment allows the use of data sets for multiple use cases, in more versatile ways.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• the PANDAcap framework for streamlining the process of recording PANDA based traces;
• a dataset of ssh honeypot traces, analytics over those traces and the procedures to expand the dataset.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In §2 we briefly present some work that inspired us. Next, in §3 we present PANDAcap, followed by a case study in §4. Finally, in §5 we discuss some issues related to our system and we conclude in §6.

2 RELATED WORK

Our work is inspired by work on environments for computational reproducibility [21, 27]. ReproZip [5] automatically analyzes system calls to create bundles of files and programs that can be executed in a virtual machine or Docker image. Likewise, [20] describes a system for building Docker based virtual machines for R environments. Indeed, Docker has become a foundation for a number efforts to ensure computational reproducibility (e.g., [3, 14, 16]). Beyond just capturing computational artifacts in a container, other approaches, such as the WholeTale[4] and CWLProv [15], aim to incorporate datasets, papers into larger so called research objects [1] to further facilitate reproducibility. More broadly reproducibility is becoming an increasing concern in cybersecurity research [8]. For a wider view of computational reproducibility and particular its relevance to notions of data provenance, we recommend the recent survey by Pimentel et al. [22]. Our work builds on these approaches by adding full system recording capability. Additionally, our work sees the outcome not to be about reproducibility but to provide datasets for analytics.

3 PANDACAP

PANDA offers an excellent platform for deep, full-system analysis [25, 26]. In addition, PANDA is well-suited for creating and sharing systems-related datasets, offering researchers a platform to iterate and improve their methods using a common baseline. However, this potential is not fully realized in practice and the sharing of datasets created with PANDA is lacking. We developed PANDAcap to fill this gap and help PANDA to gain traction as
the de-facto tool for creating datasets for systems and security research. The target user group of PANDAcap is researchers who are already familiar with working in a Unix environment, but are not intimate with Docker or PANDA so they can quickly spin-up a dataset collection pipeline.

PANDA traces contain a precise log of the code and data that the program accessed during recording. Because of their serial nature these traces may be time-consuming to analyze without having any context. For this purpose, we decided to also separately record the PANDA VM disk delta. While the disk deltas will not add any execution-related information that is not also contained in the traces, they may give useful hints for how to proceed with the analysis of an unknown trace.

We envision several applications for PANDAcap. These applications are mostly related to the creation of security-related datasets, but also extend outside the strict borders of security research. For instance, we can use PANDAcap for applications such as:

- **Analyzing samples from malware datasets.** PANDAcap can be used to automate the collection of traces from existing datasets, similar to, but more versatile than, Maltrec’s full-trace recording of malware [25]. PANDAcap offers a streamlined way to build such systems by simply plugging in any experiment-specific customizations.

- **Honeypot deployment.** Sometimes it is desirable to deploy honeypot systems for studying attack trends in a network. Typically, full-system honeypots require a fair amount of effort to be prepared. Moreover, they typically permit mostly post-mortem analysis. With the help of PANDAcap, it now becomes easier to deploy PANDA based honeypots. We present an example of such a deployment in §4.

- **User studies.** PANDAcap can also find applications in domains other than systems and security. For example, it can be used to conduct a study on users in order to gain insights on their use of tools and data. Traces collected from such a study could be used in the fields of data provenance and process mining.

To support such different use cases, PANDAcap provides support for containerized system deployment, recording and replaying facilities, and powerful control primitives. In the remainder of this section, we describe the components comprising PANDAcap, the corresponding control primitives, the bootstrap procedure, and finally the PANDAcap support wrapper.

### 3.1 Off-the-shelf components

Intended as a low-maintenance, multi-purpose framework for the community rather than a one-off academic prototype, we developed PANDAcap on top of two widely-used, off-the-shelf components.

#### 3.1.1 The PANDA record and replay framework

First, PANDAcap builds on PANDA [9, 10], an open-source, full-system record and replay tool based on QEMU [2]. PANDA records traces comprised of a) an initial dump of the QEMU guest memory, and b) a log file containing all the non-deterministic inputs used during the recorded execution. This information allows one to re-enact the exact execution during the replay of the trace. To facilitate the analysis of traces, PANDA features a plugin architecture which allows writing analysis modules in C, C++, and Python. Analysis plugins can insert instrumentation at different execution points of the analyzed trace: per instruction, per memory access, per context switch etc. PANDA also offers a communication mechanism for plugins to interact with each other, thus building complex functionality from many simple analysis modules.

#### 3.1.2 Docker

Second, PANDAcap uses Docker [17] for easy deployment and containment. Docker is currently the de facto standard for lightweight virtualization. Adoption of Docker in research is already high, driven by the need for reproducibility. We create a Docker image for recording and replaying full traces in PANDA VMs. Docker also offers a communication mechanism for plugins to interact with each other, thus building complex functionality from many simple analysis modules.

### 3.2 The recctrl plugin

The recctrl plugin is the key building block we developed for PANDAcap. Typically, starting recording a PANDA trace involves typing the `begin_record` command on the QEMU monitor prompt. This interaction can be scripted using the QEMU Machine Protocol (QMP), but there’s still need for manual intervention to properly time the start and the end of the recording. This may be acceptable for one-off recordings, but becomes a problem when one wants to collect a large number of recordings.

The recctrl plugin addresses this problem, by adding a special hypercall to the PANDA VM that allows guest programs to signal when recording should start or stop. This allows to automate recording of traces, removing the need for manual intervention or scripting. Moreover, the captured traces will only contain the desired part of the execution.

Unlike typical PANDA analysis plugins, recctrl is meant to operate exclusively on a live VM, rather than a VM replaying a trace. Its implementation piggybacks on existing, unprivileged instructions of the emulated architectures—CPUID for x86, MCR for ARM. The plugin requires a magic value to be set in one of the instruction input registers in order to process it. Because, overall, the frequency of the instructions triggering recctrl is very low, the performance impact on the live VM is negligible.

To cater for different types of experiments, recctrl offers several runtime configuration options. First, it implements two modes of operation. In `toggle mode`, recording starts on the first hypercall and stops on the following. In `semaphore mode`, hypercalls can be made to either increase or decrease a session counter. Recording starts/stops when the counter raises from/falls back to zero. Moreover, recctrl allows to limit the number of recordings and the duration of each recording. When the set number of recordings is exceeded, the PANDA VM is powered off.

Finally, to avoid having to modify programs to include the new hypercall, the plugin comes with a small utility program called recctrl, providing a command-line interface to the hypercall. The utility can be easily invoked from existing hooks offered by the guest operating system, catering for a variety of scenarios. E.g. recctrl can be hooked with the Linux PAM authentication framework in order to start recording when a user logs in via ssh. Or, it can be hooked to the iptables network firewall to start recording on an
incoming HTTP connection. The code of both the plugin and the utility is portable and should work on Linux and Windows.

3.3 Bootstrapping PANDAcap

PANDAcap offers the capability to insert bootstrapping code at different phases of preparing an experiment. This gives a lot of flexibility in designing and building the experiment workflow. Bootstrapping has been automated using GNU Make where possible. A central configuration file called Makefile.vars is used to define options in a single location. In order to propagate the options to scripts written in other languages, we use the Jinja templating language as a preprocessor for those scripts. Next, we describe the different bootstrapping phases used by PANDAcap.

3.3.1 Docker image bootstrapping. The instructions for building a Docker image are typically contained in a template file called Dockerfile. The file uses a domain-specific language to list the instructions. The main PANDA repository included a Dockerfile, however we found it to be mostly suited for automated testing of PANDA builds, rather than deploying the tool inside a container. The reason is that the template pulls inside the container all the PANDA build-time dependencies. This result in unnecessary bloat in the resulting image.

Figure 1 shows the process of creating the PANDAcap Docker image. We can see that PANDA is added to the image as a pre-compiled tar archive and only its runtime dependencies are installed, resulting in a slimmer image. Bootstrap scripts are also installed as a tar archive and run in a single step. The scripts from the archive are executed in lexicographical order. Using this process instead of using multiple RUN commands in the Dockerfile helps us avoid creating redundant image checkpoints. Moreover, it helps to make the Dockerfile easier to reuse, as any experiment-specific customization can be applied through the bootstrap scripts.

Finally, we should mention that the PANDAcap Docker image uses baseimage-docker as its base. This provides us with some desired features, such as a proper init process and the ssh access to the container. But more importantly, it provides us with a hook for our runtime bootstrapping scripts (see §3.3.3), so that they run when we instantiate a container from the image.

3.3.2 PANDA VM customization. In addition to any customization required for running a specific experiment, the only customization required for using an existing PANDA VM image with PANDAcap is a) copy a single script somewhere in the filesystem, and b) add it to rc.local startup script, so it will be executed at the end of the VM boot process. Optionally, the recctrl utility can also be copied to the VM at this phase, although this is not strictly required.

The copied script will take care of the runtime bootstrapping when we run the VM. The script looks whether a virtual USB drive has been inserted. If one is found, it is mounted and the bootstrap.sh script will be executed from it (see §3.3.3). Finally, the script will unmount and disconnect the USB drive, cleanup rc.local and remove itself from the system. This is a low-effort attempt to obscure the presence of PANDAcap components in the VM. We should note that currently, the boot-time VM customization script has only been implemented for Linux.

3.3.3 Runtime bootstrapping. PANDAcap offers support for runtime customization for both the PANDA VM used to capture a trace and the Docker container it runs in. As we mentioned in §3.3.1 and §3.3.2, this is implemented by hooking to the baseimage-docker startup and the rc.local script respectively. Similar to what we described in §3.3.1, the startup scripts and any files they need to generate have access to the configuration options in Makefile.vars, can be generated using the Jinja template language.

PANDAcap provides a sample Makefile for quickly creating a set of bootstrap scripts. However its use is not mandated. Furthermore, users are free to choose whether the runtime bootstrap scripts used for capturing different samples will be batch-generated at the start of the experiment or if they will generated at the beginning of each run.

3.4 The PANDAcap wrapper

While PANDA and Docker are very feature-rich, combining them to record a trace for a specific experiment can be a significant challenge. This is because of the sheer amount of options they offer: The PANDA binary lists over 170 command-line flags and switches, most of them inherited from QEMU. Adding to that, Docker’s run sub-command alone adds over 90 flags and switches. Even after finding the right options to use, the resulting command line is extremely long and unwieldy.

For this we created the pandacap.py wrapper around the two tools. The goal of the wrapper is to help researchers to set up a

![Figure 1: PANDAcap Docker image creation process. A dashed edge is used for components downloaded externally. Typically, only the nodes with labels in bold-italic print require customization before an experiment.](image)

---

1The Jinja templating language: https://jinja.palletsprojects.com/
2baseimage-docker: https://github.com/phusion/baseimage-docker
3The command line for the case study in §4 spans 10 lines in a standard 80col terminal.
PANDA-based experiment, without requiring them to have extended experience with QEMU, Docker and Linux system-administration. The wrapper script is written in Python and employs the powerful argparse module of the language. It provides reasonable defaults and shortcuts for the most commonly used options, and handles the intermediate steps required to launch an experiment. Following, we briefly describe the main amenities offered by pandacap.py.

Transparency handles the creation of VM derived images. This is an essential part for efficiently supporting running multiple VM instances concurrently. The derived images are essentially deltas over the initial VM image. Without using them, we would have to provide each PANDA VM instance with a separate copy of the VM image. Thus, the use of derived images both saves storage space and makes launching a new VM instance faster.

Transparency handles the creation of the virtual disk used for VM bootstrapping. As we mentioned in §3.3.3, PANDAcap supports bootstrapping a VM at runtime via a virtual USB drive. pandacap.py handles the creation of this virtual drive from the contents of a directory. This removes the need for the user to learn about aspects of administration of Linux filesystems.

Supports naming each run. This is important for experiments involving the collection of many individual samples. The run name is propagated to the names of the support files generated by pandacap.py, making their management easier.

Python integration. PANDAcap can be imported as Python module, so it can be used as a building block for more complex setups. E.g. it can be integrated with a Flask web application to enable controlling a PANDAcap workflow over the web.

Use of Docker is optional. We believe that using Docker makes it easier to manage multiple PANDA instances running concurrently. However, for simple cases its use may be seen as an unnecessary complication. For example, when debugging a PANDA plugin, one may prefer to run everything directly on the host. For this, pandacap.py also works without Docker and will produce an appropriate command line if no Docker-specific options are supplied.

4 CASE STUDY: SSH HONEYPOT

To demonstrate the use of PANDAcap, we used it to configure a PANDA VM to operate as an ssh honeypot. Brute-forcing of ssh passwords is still a very common type of attack today [13]. Attackers identify reachable ssh servers on the internet and repeatedly try to guess the password of a user—typically root—to gain access to the server. All recent OS distributions come with the ssh service configured with secure defaults that would prevent these attacks. However, for reasons of convenience, users often revert to insecure configurations. As a result, ssh brute-force attacks still remain viable and popular. Despite their low sophistication, a study of such attacks would be interesting, in order to gain an understanding of the tools used as well as the incentives of the attackers. As attackers often remove their traces, using PANDAcap to capture a series of incidents could provide us with much more insight than a simple post-mortem analysis on a host.

Table 1: Collected samples per ssh port. No attempts to gain access to the VM listening on port 2200 were made.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>port</th>
<th>samples</th>
<th>nondet</th>
<th>nondet-gz</th>
<th>disk-delta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>9.61 GiB</td>
<td>2.75 GiB</td>
<td>11.49 GiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2222</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.99 GiB</td>
<td>0.28 GiB</td>
<td>3.00 GiB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Trace size and instruction count distributions.

4.1 Experiment setup

We deployed 3 instances of our honeypot VM on a publicly accessible host for a period of approximately 3 days. The VMs were listening for ssh connections on ports 22, 2222, and 2200 respectively. Waiting for attackers to actually guess a password was deemed impractical. For this, the Linux PAM authentication framework was tuned to a) accept any password for user root, and b) run recctrl on each successful ssh login. This reconfiguration was performed at runtime, as described in §3.3.3. The Docker container needed no particular runtime configuration for this experiment.

recctrl was configured to run in semaphore mode (see §3.2) and capture a single trace, for 30min after the first successful login. We used this setup because our initial tests showed that attackers used a single command per ssh connection. Under this usage pattern, the regular use of semaphore mode would result in many tiny traces.

We used supervisord to reset and restart each VM after it finished recording a trace. Additionally, supervisord provided a logging facility for the messages emitted by the running VMs. In order to prevent the case where the same small group of hosts would intrude our VMs again and again, we periodically blocked the IP addresses we found listed in the ssh access logs.

4.2 Collected dataset

During the course of our experiment, we gathered a total of 63 traces, and their associated VM disk deltas. Links for downloading the dataset are provided at the end of the paper. The size of the samples collected per port can be seen in Table 1. We should mention that non-determinism logs also include much of the information in disk deltas. We decided to preserve disk deltas in order to allow for direct analysis with existing disk forensic tools. In Figure 2 we show the distributions of the size and the instruction count of the traces. We observe that the distributions are heavy on their left side, but they do not match exactly. This indicates that there are variations in the workload inside the traces.

---

3Flask micro web framework: https://flask.palletsprojects.com/

4Python supervisor: http://supervisord.org/
Figure 3: Top target ports for outgoing connections. In one trace, there were no outgoing connections.

Figure 4: Successful logins attempts in auth.log.

4.3 Trace analysis

Following, we make a quick analysis of some aspects of the collected traces. The analysis is not meant to be exhaustive. Our aim is to present different types of analysis that are possible using the data collected, and give some starting pointers on what can be done with the released dataset.

4.3.1 Scanning activity. Hosts compromised by ssh brute-force attacks are often used for scanning for more hosts with weak passwords. We would like to know how often this happened in our dataset. For this, we used the PANDA network plugin on the collected traces to extract their network activity as pcap traces.

Querying the pcap traces with tcpdump, we counted the top destination port for outgoing packets that have the SYN flag set. The distribution of these ports is shown in Figure 3. We can see that around half of the honeypot VMs started scanning for more weak hosts within 30 min from getting compromised.

4.3.2 Number of successful root logins. To demonstrate the usefulness of having VM disk deltas along PANDA traces, we used them to inspect how many times we had a successful root login on each VM. The results are presented in Figure 4.

Inspecting the figure can help us to quickly infer information about the collected traces, before processing them with some PANDA plugin. For example, if we want to study what type of cleanup an intruder performs, we can see that two traces have aggressively cleaned-up all log entries for root. These would be a good candidate for further inspection.

Similarly, if we are interested to study a rootkit that leaves behind a known file, we can identify which traces were infected by it using familiar command-line tools. Then we can switch to PANDA for a more comprehensive analysis.

4.3.3 Cleanup methodology. Wanting to investigate the cleanup methodology used by the intruder, we wrote a plugin that for each system call prints a) the process id and name that ran the call, b) the system call name, and c) the values of all of its string arguments. We ran it on one of the two traces with the thorough cleanup. Unsurprisingly, the auth.log file was among the files touched by the rm command and the unlinkat system call. However, many of the other files affected by the same command/system call were known to be non-existent. This indicates a blind cleanup action, rather than targeted hiding of the intruder’s trails.

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Comparison with Malrec

PANDAcap and Malrec [25] both leverage PANDA to capture high-fidelity execution traces. However the two projects differ in scope. Malrec was designed with a single application in mind: converting a feed of malware samples to PANDA traces. The disclaimer on the project’s GitHub page notes that heavy modifications would be needed to adapt to other scenarios. On the other hand, PANDAcap has been designed to be reusable. Towards this end, it supports integration with Docker that allows virtualization of storage and networking, and includes a streamlined bootstrapping mechanism for easy customization for different use cases.

5.2 PANDAcap as a honeypot solution

In their survey, Nawrocki et al. [19] present different honeypot taxonomies. A honeypot based on PANDAcap would rank as a high-interaction, virtual honeypot. Depending on the bootstrapping, it can operate either as server or client honeypot.

The high-interaction honeypots listed in [19] typically focus on a single type of analysis. For example, Argos [24] focuses on taint analysis of network inputs. Moreover, transient effects on the system typically will not be captured. Contrasting to this, honeypots based on PANDAcap offer significant advantages because of the underlying PANDA VM record and replay capabilities. Specifically, a) the analyst doesn’t have to decide a priori on the type of analysis, thus providing for flexible analysis, and b) all the transient effects of an attack are captured, thus resulting in higher accuracy of the analysis.

5.3 Detectability

Offensive tools and malware have evolved to avoid analysis by changing their behaviour in the presence of an analysis environment [7]. For the case of an analysis sandbox based on PANDAcap, the QEMU emulator underlying PANDA would be the main source of environment artifacts that can be fingerprinted by malware. For this, we did not attempt to fully conceal the presence of components specific to PANDAcap, like recctrlu. In principle, if we ever identify malware that probes for the presence of recctrlu, we can use the same tools used by malware authors (packers, code injectors etc.) to hide its presence inside existing binaries. Moreover, to prevent malware from running the recctrlu hypcall itself, we can randomize the magic number it uses at runtime. Finally, we should mention that the APIs provided by PANDA make it possible to identify and react to attempts of malware to fingerprint QEMU. However, this is a topic for future research.

Malrec GitHub repository: https://github.com/moyix/panda-malrec
5.4 Privacy Issues
Sharing datasets of traces captured with PANDAcap could help to boost reproducibility of research results in the area of systems analysis. However, full system traces captured using PANDA or a similar system, will inevitably include any privacy-sensitive information used during recording. This introduces privacy concerns that need to be thought through. Taking a technical approach and sanitizing the trace before sharing is considered infeasible. Sanitization has been investigated in the past for much simpler types of traces without reaching to a generally acceptable solution to the problem.

Since we do not consider not sharing trace datasets as an acceptable option, any privacy issues would need to be addressed with non-technical means. First, users or organizations participating in a study, should be asked for consent to share their data. An additional step would be to share the collected datasets under some form of non-disclosure agreement (NDA). This would provide strong guarantees for keeping any identified privacy leaks contained. However, the procedure of signing an NDA is typically a cumbersome process that requires the involvement of legal professionals. For this, we favor more lightweight approaches. For example, each released dataset can come with a well defined retraction procedure for individual samples. This would allow to minimize the damage from any privacy leak, while maintaining the desired flexibility for researchers that use the dataset.

6 CONCLUSION
We presented PANDAcap, a framework that aims to streamline the collection of PANDA full-system traces. Furthermore, we presented an experimental deployment of an ssh honeypot with the help of our framework and made publicly available the collected dataset. The source code for PANDAcap as well as links to download the collected dataset can be found on GitHub:

https://github.com/vusec/pandacap

We aspire for PANDAcap to lower the bar for the creation of similar dataset and promote reproducibility of research results in the field of systems and security.
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